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How We Make Meaning features two solo but linked exhibitions by Memo 
Akten and Mimi Ọnụọha. Both artists explore aspects and the meanings of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) - particularly in light of gathering and utilising data, 
machine learning and how both humans and machines input and interpret 
data and view the world in scientific, spiritual and deeply personal ways.
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Memo Akten, QUAD Gallery One 
Memo Akten’s work and research in Artificial Intelligence / machine learning looks at 
collaborative creativity between humans and machines. His work Deep Meditations: A 
brief history of almost everything in 60 minutes on display at QUAD and a part of How 
We Make Meaning is a large-scale video and sound installation; a monument that 
celebrates life, nature, the universe and our subjective experience of it. The work 
invites us on a spiritual journey through the slow, meditative, continuously evolving 
images and sounds, told through the imagination of a deep artificial neural network.

We are invited to acknowledge and appreciate the role we play as humans as part 
of a complex ecosystem heavily dependent on the balanced co-existence of many 
components. The work embraces and celebrates the interconnectedness of human, 
non-human, living and non-living things across many scales of time and space – from 
microbes to galaxies.

What does love look like? What does faith look like? Or ritual? Worship? What does 
God look like? Could we teach a machine about these very abstract, subjectively 
human concepts? As they have no clearly defined, objective visual representations, 
an artificial neural network is instead trained on our subjective experiences of them. 
Hundreds of thousands of images were scraped (i.e. autonomously downloaded by 
a script) from the photo sharing website flickr, tagged with various relevant words to 
train the neural network. The images seen in the final work are not the images down-
loaded but are generated from scratch from the fragments of memories in the depths 
of the neural network. Sound is generated by another artificial neural network trained 
on hours of religious and spiritual chants, prayers and rituals from around the world, 
scraped from YouTube.

Memo Akten, Deep Meditations: A brief history of almost everything in 60 minutes, 2019



 

Memo Akten is an artist, researcher and philomath from Istanbul, Turkey. He works 
with emerging technologies and computation as a medium, to create moving images, 
compositions, large-scale responsive installations and performances. Fascinated by 
trying to understand the nature of nature and the human condition, he brings together 
fields such as biological and artificial intelligence, computational creativity, perception, 
consciousness, information theory, neuroscience, fundamental physics, cosmology, 
spirituality, ritual and religion.

Akten combines critical and conceptual approaches, with investigations into form, 
movement and sound. He uses code as his craft, to design behavioural abstractions 
and data dramatizations of natural and anthropogenic processes. As part of his PhD at 
Goldsmiths, University of London, he specialises in expressive human-machine 
interaction and artistic explorations of Artificial Intelligence (AI). In this field he is 
considered one of the world’s leading pioneers.

Akten received the Prix Ars Electronica Golden Nica – the most prestigious award in 
Media Art – for his work Forms in 2013. He has exhibited and performed internationally 
at exhibitions including The Grand Palais’s Artistes & Robots in 2018 (Paris FR), The 
Barbican’s More than human in 2017 (London UK) and the Victoria & Albert 
Museum’s landmark Decode exhibition in 2009 (London UK). His work has been shown 
around the world at venues such as the Moscow Museum of Modern Art (Moscow RU), 
Shanghai Ming Contemporary Art Museum (Shanghai CN), Mori Art Museum (Tokyo 
JP), Royal Opera House (London UK) and many others.
www.memo.tv

Memo Akten, Deep Meditations: A brief history of almost everything in 60 minutes, 2019



Mimi Ọnụọha, QUAD Gallery Two
Mimi Ọnụọha is an artist and researcher whose work in relation to Artifical Intelligence 
highlights the social relationships and power dynamics behind data collection. Her 
multimedia practice uses print, code, installation and video to call attention to the ways 
in which those in the margins are differently abstracted, represented, and missed by 
sociotechnical systems. 
www.mimionuoha.com

Us, Aggregated 3.0, 2019
Us, Aggregated 3.0 is the third and final work in the Us, Aggregated series and builds 
off of the first and second thematically but takes the form of a video. Us, Aggregated 
3.0 uses Google’s reverse-image search algorithms to hint at questions of power, 
community, and identity. The work presents an expanded collection of photos from the 
artist’s family’s personal collection set alongside images scraped from Google’s library 
that have been algorithmically categorised as similar. Viewed together, the images 
evoke a sensation of community and similarity that belies the fact that the subjects are 
randomly assorted, a manufactured aggregation of “us”.
 
The Future is Here!, 2019
The Future Is Here! examines the process of dataset creation. In order to extract 
value from information, tech companies and researchers increasingly employ machine 
learning. This process requires huge quantities of data which have been labelled and 
tagged according to specific criteria. For example, in the case of machine vision, these 
systems have to be fed with massive quantities of manually annotated photographs to 
be able to identify patterns.

Mimi Ọnụọha, Us, Aggregated, 2019



 
This ‘human work’ is usually crowdsourced through companies such as Mechanical 
Turk or Figure Eight who employ huge numbers of globally distributed workers who are 
paid small amounts to annotate the datasets that companies upload to their platforms. 
Without this tagging, labelling, and annotation work, the bulk of machine learning as it 
unfolds today would simply not be possible. 

Consisting of a series of images and stylised interpretations of the spaces where top 
contributors on Figure Eight carry out their work, The Future Is Here! teases out the 
myth and reality of the labour behind machine learning (originally commissioned for 
The Photographer’s Gallery).

In Absentia 2.0, 2020
The work In Absentia 2.0 is based on an event in the early 1900s, when sociologist 
W.E.B. Du Bois was asked by the US government to conduct research on black rural 
life in Alabama. Using interviews with over 20,000 residents, he compiled a report filled 
with text, maps, charts, and tables of data. After months of work, the report was never 
published.

Ọnụọha asks what happens when data is made to disappear by those who want to 
obscure the reality of racism and power. Across sensory registers, In Absentia re-
circulates fragments of Du Bois’ famous report as a meditation on suppression and 
distortion.

Mimi Ọnụọha, The Future is Here!, 2019



Borrowing language and visuals from Du Bois’ work, In Absentia subverts multiple 
media forms— such as data visualisation —to complicate assumptions about how to 
interpret data, in both its presence and absence. “How many find their work halted 
not by lack of data, but by an unwillingness to hear?” Ọnụọha asks. And what is our 
responsibility both to listen and advocate for racial justice?

Mimi Ọnụọha is a Nigerian-American artist and researcher whose work highlights the 
social relationships and power dynamics behind data collection. Her multimedia 
practice uses print, code, installation and video to call attention to the ways in which 
those in the margins are differently abstracted, represented, and missed by 
sociotechnical systems.

Ọnụọha has been in residence at Eyebeam Center for Art & Technology, Studio XX, 
Data & Society Research Institute, Columbia University, and the Royal College of Art. 
Her exhibition and speaking credits include venues like La Gaitê Lyrique (France), 
FIBER Festival (Netherlands), Mao Jihong Arts Foundation (China), Le Centre 
Pompidou (France) and B4BEL4B Gallery (San Francisco). Her writing has appeared 
in Quartz, Nichons-nous Dans L’Internet, FiveThirtyEight, and K. Verlag. In 2014 she 
was selected to be in the inaugural class of Fulbright-National Geographic Digital 
Storytelling Fellows, and in 2017 she was nominated as a Technical.ly Brooklyn Artist 
of the Year.

Ọnụọha earned her MPS from NYU Tisch’s Interactive Telecommunications Program. 
In 2018-19 she served as Creative-in-Residence at Olin College for Engineering. She 
is a Visiting Arts Professor at NYU Tisch.

A People’s Guide to AI, 2018
The mission of A People’s Guide to AI is to open up conversation 
around AI by demystifying, situating, and shifting the narrative about 
what types of use cases AI can have for everyday people. Gallery 
visitors are invited to download a digital copy of the book in the 
gallery, via a QR code, and also here in this guide:
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Tom K Kemp (UK) incorporates roleplaying game design and animation into 
filmmaking, exploring systems-thinking, complexity and the eerie consequences 
of bureaucratic and economic systems on intimate human relations. His works 
generate unpredictable genre fiction where gameplay and collaborative story-
telling are combined into a deviated method of complexity modelling. 

 
Curated by Laura O’Leary
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Napoleon Complex ________________ ________



Napoleon Complex explores weather modelling algorithms used by global catastrophe 
insurance, speculating on the consequences of their creation at a series of different 
scales from the economic to the intimate. The project is influenced by Weird genre 
fiction, in which the protagonists are often the subjects of systems and phenomena 
which are too large or complex for them to fully comprehend. 

In the central film an actuarial scientist appears in a disorienting series of scenes which 
swing between the investigative, the fictional and the interpersonal. Through a form of 
roleplay that imitates the repetitive simulation used in weather modelling algorithms, 
the details of his profession become complicated by unexpected consequences and 
tangential personal information, ultimately calling into question the objective, impartial 
status that algorithmic modelling and scientific simulation often hold.

To emphasise the film’s unnatural nature, a CGI Emperor Moth hatches and is drawn 
towards the light of the film set - the false eyes on its wings mutating and animating as 
the relationship between the weather models and their consequences become stranger 
and more indistinct. While only glimpsed briefly in the central film, the life cycles of the 
moth are displayed on the smaller screens installed in this installation - proposing an 
alternative protagonist to the film’s narrative. 

Tom K Kemp is an alumni of the School of the Damned, UK, and the Dirty Art 
Department, NL, and currently a research fellow at the Sandberg Instituut, NL. 
Selected shows include Dark Matters, CorridorPS, Amsterdam NL, Me Gustas Pixelad, 
La Casa Encendida, Madrid ES, they swore it could talk to dogs, Bageion Hotel, Athens 
GR, and Blood from a Turnip, EYE filmmuseum, Amsterdam NL.

He is QUAD’S Associate Artist 2020 and has been selected for our UK<>China Artist 
Residency Programme 2021, in partnership with Tank Loft, 501 studios, XuArtspace in 
Chongqing.

Tom K Kemp, Napoleon Complex, 2020



Exhibitions Related Events:

Digital Online Programme. All events are FREE, all times are GMT:

Welcome Back! - QUAD Gallery Opening Tour with Senior Curator Peter Bonnell
Monday 7 September, 11am
Instagram Live @quad_gallery

What is Artificial Intelligence, What is Data? Panel Discussion
Speakers: Memo Atken, Mimi Ọnụọha and Tom K Kemp 
Co- chaired by Peter Bonnell & Laura O’Leary 
Wednesday 21 October, 3pm
Live broadcast via Facebook Live @derbyquad & Zoom (tickets available)
Please book via QUAD’s website

Luba Elliott: Play the Turing Test
Wednesday 4 November, 7pm  
Live broadcast via Facebook Live @derbyquad & Zoom (tickets available)
Please book via QUAD’s website

QUAD Extra Gallery Spaces Tour with Assistant Curator, Laura O’Leary
Thursday 5 November, 1pm
Instagram Live @quad_gallery

Mimi Ọnụọha: Digital Screenings of Us, Aggregated (2020)  
& The Future Is Here! (2019)
Monday 23 - Sunday 29 November
QUAD Website, limited time only

Tom K Kemp: Artist Talk
Wednesday 16 December, 3pm
Live broadcast via Facebook Live @derbyquad & Zoom (tickets available)
Please book via QUAD’s website

QUAD Gallery Tour with Assistant Curator, Laura O’Leary
Thursday 21 January, 1pm
Instagram Live @quad_gallery

MORE EVENTS TO BE ADDED! PLEASE CHECK THE QUAD WEBSITE 
AND SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS FOR DETAILS:

derbyquad.co.uk 


